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"Not to be missed
a gem. This is real Old World cooking
devotees of Mediterranean cuisine would be remiss not to add this book to their
collection." Boston GlobeRanging from favorites such as chickpea pilaf to richly stewed lamb on
a bed of eggplant, today's Turkish cuisine is fresh, distinctive, and flavorful the result of over five
centuries of culinary tradition.Whether you want to warm up with a tangy Peasant Soup (a hearty
chicken soup), or top off a meal with a mouthwatering Pistachio Seomina Cake,The Sultan's
Kitchen will show you how to produce the exotic tastes and aromas of Turkish food in your own
kitchen. It offers over 125 healthy, delicious recipes that are both easy to prepare and based on
readily available ingredients.The Sultan's Kitchen also shows you how to prepare a complete
Turkish dinner, and features stunning images by photographer Carl Tremblay. This Turkish
cookbook is sure to inspire you to create meals fit for a Sultan!"A wonderfully varied selection
Ozcan's versions of the famous dishes ezogelin corbasi (a red lentil soup) and 'shepherd's
salad' are the most richly and complexly flavored I've eaten." Gourmet

"Enticing . . . Sultan's Kitchen should spark new interest in Turkish food." -- Publisher's
Weekly"Özcan claims Turkish cuisine is one of the greatest in the world. . . [his recipes] manage
to be fairly persuasive." -- The New York Times
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A Turkish Cookbook for Beginners: Learn Delicious Turkish Cooking in Only Minutes Classical
Turkish Cooking: Traditional Turkish Food for the American Kitchen



Simbel Ayse, “It seems nice. Bought for a friend who loves Turkish dramas. Always asking foods
she saw over there and this book was an answer. I hope she has all the foods she wanted to try.”

Kelsey, “WORTH THE MONEY! Love the recipes.. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
Ugghh.. I'm reviewing a cook book during Ramadan! lolI truly love this book. The aesthetic
alone is amazing, the colors and presentations in the pictures of the dishes is wonderful.In the
beginning the Author wrote a TON of information on spices, meats, etc about Turkish culture and
foods used. Really gives you a base description of what to expect to be using in the recipes. He
even added his own little stories of growing up in the culture and around all that food. It really
prepares you for what to expect.THEN on top of that all the delicious dishes you can make. Oof!
Fresh ingredients and many you might already have in your cupboard.Definitely worth the
money.In my pictures I have the Turkish Almond Pudding, Bulghur and Walnut Salad and
Chicken, pistachio, Almond pilaf.Turned out great, recipes are easy to follow too.It has an
assortment of Apps, dinners, lunches, desserts, drinks and EVEN the best season to serve the
dishes!”

MAK, “Beautiful, Tasty and Slightly Exotic Cusine. I bought The Sultan's Kitchen about two years
ago and have tried many of the recipes. The results have been delicious! I especially like the
summer salads which use some ingredients like dandelion and purslane which are available, but



ignored in most cookbooks. The Shepherd's Salad is a household favorite and a good "make
ahead" light meal.As the author indicates in the preface, this is not fast cooking. It does not use
prepared ingredients and you don't "throw it together." You cook slowly and lovingly. But most of
the recipes are not difficult and the results are worth the effort.I also want to mention that this
book is a feast for the eyes as well as the mouth. Instead of food presented against white
backgrounds, bold color abounds. The dishes, glasses and tableware are in vibrant colors and
add to the ethnic appeal. The recipes are on softly colored pages, which for me, makes them
easy to find. All in all, Sultan's Kitchen is a very enjoyable cookbook.”

Breathing Woman, “Overall Very Good. I am relatively new to cooking. I have tried some of the
recipes in the book that seemed a little more simple than others and generally they came out
well - but they did take a lot of time and effort. Also, it is frustrating that some tools referred to for
preparing a recipe are not standard kitchen tools in the U.S., such as an "oklava." This is not a
cookbook that accentuates low-fat cooking - but I guess it is possible to experiment with
alternate ingredients. I haven't tried a single dessert recipe because they are all recipes that
require a lot of sugar, many eggs, cream, etc. However, I love the recipe for Char-Grilled
Chicken Shish Kebab which I make using my George Foreman indoor grill.I am glad that I
purchased the book because of that recipe and a few others.”

Wendy Perez, “The Real Deal. It isn't often that I buy a cookbook where EVERY recipe is
something I would make. I bought this particular book because the author is Turkish and I
wanted to cook Turkish food the way a Turk would cook it. There were a couple of spices that my
local grocery store doesn't carry (and never heard of) but Penzey's came to the rescue. If you
live in a large metropolitan area, you shouldn't have a problem finding everything. In a smaller
town, you may need to rely on an online source for some of those hard-to-find ingredients. Well
worth it.... I'd recommend it to anyone who wants to cook authentic Turkish food.”

L. A. Harrod, “Excellent and simple. My husband and I have prepared several of the recipes in
this cookbook. The instructions are easy to follow and every dish has been excellent. There are
a few ingredients that you may need to purchase, but the recipes work with fairly basic
ingredients that you may already have. Turkish food is usually simple and fresh with a richness
that comes from using olive oil, lamb, and produce that is harvested while young and tender.
The dishes we have made so far have been much like the food I enjoyed in Istanbul (now if I
could just locate a bottle of raki''). In addition to many good lamb recipes and vegetarian entrees,
there are also recipes for drinks, soups and small meze dishes that are wonderful snacks, side
dishes, or appetizers.  We are looking forward to cooking our way through the entire book!”

Yulia, “awesome. never cooked turkish but went few times in restaurant and got hooked on
turkish cuisine. this is an amazing book. not only pics will make you want to buy most of depicted



copperware ( i had to buy turkish copper peppergrinder on ebay asap!), but the recipes are all
about home food, most are very simple and from widely available ingredients( had to buy sumac
though from afgani store), he recommends substitutes for unavailable ones. made shish kabob,
lentil soup, eggplant salad and they are awesome. ezme recipe was different from turkish
restaurant but i guess there must be number of recipes for ezme. it is very healthy cuisine, a lot
of legume/leefy green dishes, tons of vegetable recipes. the only downside not all the recipes
have pictures and thats sad. i will cook mainly what looks inspiring on pics...”

Mehmet Arican, “The only "Turkish Cooking" book you'll ever need!. The recipes are excellent
and easy to follow. I've enjoyed it so much that I've ordered 6 more books for my friends and
family as a gift.”

Mr. A. Price, “Bored with curries and stir fries and having been to .... Bored with curries and stir
fries and having been to Turkey several times and Istanbul specifically, I bought this book to have
a crack at cooking something different at home. It's brilliant, I can't claim that I've worked from
cover to cover but everything that I've cooked from this book so far has been very nice to
excellent. Recommended.”

HSheikh, “Beautiful Book. A wow book for traditional and authentic Turkish cooking! I am not a
Turk but I can confirm after eating in off the track places in Turkey, that the recipes in this book
are quite close to traditional cooking. Not everything Turkish has to be donor or kebabs!”

Mr Sprinkler, “Mouth Watering. I'm loving this book - some very ncie Turkish dishes here - my
only complaint is it is too short.”

The book by Tony Stubblebine has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 285 people have provided feedback.
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